
Start 

Finish 

A Rainbow of  
Consonant Blends 

Say a 
word that 
starts with 

“st”.  

Say a 
word that 
starts with 

“tr”.  

 
Pick a 
card! 

 
Put playing 
cards here! 

Say a 
word that 
starts with 

“fr”.  

 
Pick a 
card! 

 
Pick a 
card! 

 
Pick a 
card! 

 
Pick a 
card! 

Say a word 
that starts 

or ends 
with “sh”.  

Say a word 
that starts 

or ends 
with “th”.  

Say a 
word that 
ends with 

“tch”.  

Say a 
word that 

rhymes 
with “call”. 

Say a 
word that 
starts with 

“fl”.  

Say a word 
that rhymes 

with 
“clock”.   

 

Say a word 
that starts 
with “sw”.  

Say a 
word that 
ends with 

“rt”. 

 

Say a word 
that rhymes 
with “ring”.  

 

Say a word 
that starts 
with “pl”. 

 

Say a word 
that starts 
with “pr”.  

 

Say a word 
that rhymes 

with 
“track”.  

 

Say a word 
that ends 

“mp”. 

 

Say a word 
that starts 
with “dr”. 

 

Say a word 
that ends 
with “st”. 
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Spell a word that 
ends with “nk”, 

then move  
two spaces!  

Say a word that 
rhymes with  

“gold” and move 
two spaces! 

 

Say a word that 
starts and ends 

with a blend–and 
move 3 spaces! 

Spell a  word that 
ends with “sh” -

then move  
two spaces! 

Spell a word that 
ends with “ck” -  

then move  
two spaces! 

 Say two words 
that end with  

“ch”, then move  
two spaces!  

 Say two words 
that start  with 

“dr”, and move 
two spaces!  

Say two words  
that end with “ld”, 

then move  
two spaces!  

Spell a word that 
starts with “tr”, 

then move 
 two spaces.  

Spell a word that 
ends with “nd” - 

then move  
two spaces!  

Say two words  
that end with  

“ng”, then move  
two spaces!  

Spell a word  
that ends with  

“nt”, then move  
two spaces! 

Say two words  
that start with “cl”, 

then move two 
spaces!  

Spell a word that 
starts with “st”, 

then move  
two spaces!  

Say two words  
that end with 
“nd”, move  
two spaces.  

Say two words  
that end with 

“mp”, then move  
two spaces!  

Spell a word that 
ends with “ft” - 

then move  
two spaces!  

Say two words  
that end with  

“lt”, then move  
two spaces!  

Spell a word that 
starts with “gl”, 

then move  
two spaces!  

Say two words  
that start with  

“sh”, then move 
two spaces!  

To use this game, you will need: 
 
1) A playing piece for each player 

(coins, colored discs, skittles, 
small plastic  

      animals) 
2)    One die  
 
To make: print both pages on card-
stock and laminate. Cut out the 
cards on page 2.  
 

To play: put all the cards face down 
in a pile on the board.  
 

All the players should put their piec-
es by “start”. Have each person roll 
the die once; the person with the 
highest roll starts. Then go in a cir-
cle from left to right.  
 

For each turn, the player rolls the 
die and moves his piece the right 
number of places, and follows the 
directions on the square. They re-
main on that square until their next 
turn.   
 

If they draw a card and are  
unable to do what the card  
commands, they should stay on the 
square and wait until their turn 
comes around again and pick anoth-
er card.  
 

This game is meant for review; the 
children playing must be very famil-
iar with consonant blends (blue se-
ries words)  
already.  
 

Please note: this PDF is copyright-
ed by Montessori for Everyone 
and is free for personal use only. 
Please do not upload it to any oth-
er website or file-sharing service 
(like Scribd). Thanks! 
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